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Woodwork: A Step-by-step Photographic GuideDK Adult, 2010

	This is a step-by-step photographic guide. Whether you want to build your own bed or put a bookshelf together, find out how to tackle your chosen woodwork task with confidence, using this step-by-step guide. Learn how to master the key woodwork techniques, from simple skills to intricate carving, following clear instructions and photographs....
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Advanced Photoshop CC for Design Professionals Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Take your Photoshop CC skills to the next level with this complete, advanced training package


	Adobe Photoshop is the industry leading image-editing program for digital photographers, graphic designers, and web developers. The newest version includes even more great tools to manage and enhance your images. This book-and-DVD...
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Clojure Data Analysis CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Make more of your data using Clojure and this brilliant cookbook full of real-world recipes. From creating revealing graphs to using data analysis libraries, you'll learn both the basics and advanced techniques.


	Overview

	
		Get a handle on the torrent of data the modern Internet has created
	...
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Human Machine Interaction Using Hybrid Biological Signals: Next step of powered wheelchair controllerArcade Publishing, 2014

	In the last decade, digital revolution has improved the living standard of people in cities and urban areas. The project is part of the effort to improve the quality of life for the elderly, quadriplegic, and individuals with muscle degeneration condition. The author has tried to merge robotic techniques with powered wheelchair systems that...
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Tkinter GUI Application Development BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master GUI programming in Tkinter as you design, implement, and deliver ten real-world applications from start to finish


	About This Book

	
		Conceptualize and build state-of-art GUI applications with Tkinter
	
		Tackle the complexity of just about any size GUI application with a structured and...
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G Protein-Coupled Receptors in Drug Discovery (Drug Discovery Series)CRC Press, 2005

	The broad range of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) encompasses all areas of modern medicine and have an enormous impact on the process of drug development. Using disease-oriented methods to cover everything from screening to expression and crystallization, G Protein-Coupled Receptors in Drug Discovery describes the physiological...
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Spark for Python DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Set up real-time streaming and batch data intensive infrastructure using Spark and Python
	
		Deliver insightful visualizations in a web app using Spark (PySpark)
	
		Inject live data using Spark Streaming with real-time events



	Book Description


	Looking...
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Learning LibGDX Game Development, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	Wield the power of the LibGDX framework to create a cross-platform game


	About This Book

	
		Write your game code once and run it on a multitude of platforms using LibGDX
	
		Learn about the key features of LibGDX that will ease and speed up your development cycles
	
		An...
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Introductory Chemistry: An Atoms First ApproachMcGraw-Hill, 2016

	From its very origin, Introductory Chemistry: An Atoms First Approach by Julia Burdge and Michelle Driessen has been developed and written using an atomsâ€�first approach specific to introductory chemistry. It is not a pared down version of a general chemistry text, but carefully crafted with the introductoryâ€�chemistry student...
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An Introduction to Programming in GoCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2012

	This book is a short, concise introduction to computer programming using the language Go. Designed by Google, Go is a general purpose programming language with modern features, clean syntax and a robust well-documented common library, making it an ideal language to learn as your first programming language....
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Building Chatbots with Python: Using Natural Language Processing and Machine LearningApress, 2018

	
		Build your own chatbot using Python and open source tools. This book begins with an introduction to chatbots where you will gain vital information on their architecture. You will then dive straight into natural language processing with the natural language toolkit (NLTK) for building a custom language processing platform for your...
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Data Merge and Styles for Adobe InDesign CC 2018: Creating Custom Documents for Mailouts and Presentation PackagesApress, 2017

	
		
			Harness the power of Adobe InDesign's data merge and style panel. Whether you're creating custom mail-outs or other mail-merge needs, familiarize yourself with this powerful InDesign panel in this in-depth, step-by-step guide. This book shows you how to easily create, edit, and print data merged documents that match...
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